Booth Challenge
Collect business cards or information flyers at every stall you visit - with at least 4 cards/flyers of different booths you can win a cookbook with recipes from international scientists of the University of Göttingen. Show the cards/flyers at the reception desk to get your prize.

Booth Map
Explanation for the booth numbers on the inside of this flyer.

Welcome
Social Space
Farewell & Feedback

2ND POSTDOC SUPPORT & INFORMATION FAIR
Thursday 4 April 2019 | 15:00 – 17:00 | MPI for Solar System Research

Come and go as you please during the afternoon to share a coffee and dip in and out of the different stalls. Please join us for pizza and a glass of wine at 17:00.

- Find out about support across the Göttingen Campus and beyond
- Meet experts to enrich your time here and inform your next steps
- Interactive sessions and information exchange
- Get to know the University and Campus infrastructure
- Meet other Postdocs: discover and build your own support network
- Get answers to those questions you never dared ask before!
Frequently Unasked Questions or Previously Unanswered Questions are welcome!

Can’t get enough? Find more information and upcoming postdoc events at www.goettingen-campus.de

With thanks to the Göttingen Campus Postdoc Committee: James Daniel, Rituparna Chakrabarti, Vinodh Illangovan, Deniz Kilincoglu, Marko Markovic, Louisa Kulke, Sarah Hoffman-Urlaub.
If you are interested in joining the Committee, please speak to one of the members or one of the Coordinators, Melissa Sollich and Camille Couralet.
Welcome to our World of Postdocs registration desk!
Camille Couralet, Christin Siegert, Melissa Sollich, Christine Voss
Sign in, pick up an information leaflet and put yourself on the GC World of Postdocs map

1. Göttingen Alumni Networks
Anne Marie Bessette
Alumni, Networks and You!

2. March for Science
Michael Berger, Marcus Boden
March for Science – what, when and how can you be involved?

3. Corporate Health Management
Martin Kruessel
How can we remember to look after ourselves and take a moment to breathe?

4. Science Communication
Romas Bielke
Press & PR, public understanding of science, communication

5. Lecturers without Borders (SciEd Network)
Clara Zemp, Eduard Siahaan
Scientists using existing travel opportunities to give free outreach lectures in local educational institutions to inspire and motivate underprivileged students

6. Teaching and Learning (in Higher Education)
Matthias Wiemer, Mike Bielib, Lisa Meißner, Angelika Thielisch, Susanne Wimmelmann, Sascha Kessele, Simone Gerlach
How postdocs can develop and optimize their academic teaching qualifications

7. HR Development for academic staff and strategic early career support
Katrin Wodzicki, Sandra Rietthmueller, Melanie Grosse
Mentoring programmes, the academic tenure track, junior leader support

8. Dorothea Schlözer Postdoc Programme, Family Service, Equal Opportunities and Diversity
Michaela Dölle, Renate Putschbach
Find out about services that can support your postdoc experience as well as how you can support Equal Opportunities and Diversity across the Campus

9. Equal Opportunities (UMG)
Stella Mueller
Find out how the UMG supports women who are early career scientists and in what ways the UMG supports gender equality

10. Ombuds office for good scientific practice
Madlen Engelke (on behalf of Dr Katharina Beier)
Find out how the Ombuds Office and ombuds institutions of the Campus can help, support and advise you regarding questions of good scientific practice and in cases of suspected scientific misconduct

11. Agency for Employment (Agentur für Arbeit, Göttingen)
Ms Hontscha and Helga Steinke
An overview of their services (eg unemployment assistance, benefits and training courses)

12. GAUSS Career Service
Stefanie Klug
We are not only offering a versatile workshop and event program but also individual career counselling for careers inside/outside of academia, career development advice, as well as CV/ application checks

13. eResearch Alliance, GWGD, GRAce (Göttingen Research Data Exploratory)
Timo Gnadt
Find answers to all your questions about the management of research data – services, training and consulting

14. Metrics Project
Astrid Orth and Maxie Gottschling
Social Media for Science: MEasuring The Reliability and perceptions of Indicators for interactions with sCientific productS

15. Open research practices & scholarly communication
Helene Brinken (FOSTER, FIT4RRI)
Training for Open Science - learn more about open access, open data, open peer review & open educational resources

16. Welcome Centre for the Göttingen Campus and the Südniedersachsen Region
Nadine Dreyer
Advice for researchers in motion – How to get a visa, work permit, find housing, schools...

17. Göttingen International
Anne Sennhenn
Applying for research funding (DAAD, Marie Sklodowska-Curie Fellowships, exchange programmes)

18. Research Department
Doris von der Breie-Lewien, Felix Spöler
Applying for research funding (research grants, fellowships, grant application process)

19. MBM ScienceBridge
Martin Andresen
Patent Manager, Technology Transfer

20. Start-up Support and Innovation
Stefanie Pinkert, Friederike Chimella, Feo Lenz
Hear about the opportunities to develop your own business and ideas

21. PraxisBörse, the Job and Career Fair of the University of Göttingen
Claudia Kohrell
Find out how the PraxisBörse can help you find career paths outside academia

Social Space - chill and chat with other postdocs
Grab a coffee, share ideas over a bite to eat. There will be suggestions to help kick off discussions and make it easier for you to meet other postdocs

Farewell and Feedback

Postdoc Newsletter
Subscribe and get monthly news about events, jobs, funding opportunities and news for postdocs.
More information at www.goettingen-campus.de